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INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary computation (EC) ís the study of computational systems that borrow ideas from and are
inspired by natural evolutíon and adaptatíon (Yao &
Xu, 2006, pp. 1 -18). EC covers a number of techniques
based on evolutionary processes and natural selection:
evolutionary strategies, genetic algorithms and genetic
programming (Keedwell & Narayanan, 2005).
Evolutionary strategies are an approach for efficiently solving certain continuous problems, yielding
good results for some parametric problems in real
domains. Compared with genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies run more exploratory searches and
are a good option when applied to relatively unknown
parametric problems.
Genetic algorithms emulate the evolutionary process
that takes place in nature. Individuáis compete for survival by adapting as best they can to the environmental
conditions. Crossovers between individuáis, mutations
and deaths are all part of this process of adaptatíon. By
substituting the natural environment for the problem
to be solved, we get a computationally cheap method
that is capable of dealing with any problem, provided
we know how to determine individuáis' ñtness (Manrique, 2001).
Genetic programming is an extensión of genetic
algorithms (Couchet, Manrique, Ríos & RodríguezPatón, 2006). Its aim is to build computer programs
that are not expressly designed and programmed by a
human being. It can be said to be an optimization technique whose search space is composed of al) possible
computer programs for solving a particular problem.
Genetic programming's key advantage over genetic

algorithms is that it can handle individuáis (computer
programs) of different lengths.
Grammar-guided genetic programming (GGGP)
is an extensión of traditional GP systems (Whígham,
1995, pp. 33-41). The difference lies in the fact that
they employ context-free grammars (CFG) that genérate all the possible solutions to a gíven problem as
sentences, establishing this way the formal definition of
the syntactic problem constraints, and use the derivation trees for each sentence to encode these solutions
(Dounias, Tsakonas, Jantzen, Axer, Bjerregard & von
Keyserlingk, D, 2002, pp. 494-500). The use of this
type of syntactic formalismshelps to solve the so-called
closure problem (Whigham, 1996). To achieve closure
valíd individuáis (points that belong to the search
space) should always be generated. As the generation
of invalid individuáis slows down convergence speed a
great deal, solving this problem wíll very much improve
the GP search capability. The basic operator directly
affecting the closure problem is crossover; crossing
two (or any) valid individuáis should genérate a valid
offspring. Similarly, this is the operator that has the
biggest impact on the process of convergence towards
the optimum solution. Therefore, this article reviews
the most important crossover operators employed in
GP and GGGP, highlighting the weaknesses existing
nowadays in this área of research. We also propose a
GGGP system. This system incorporates the original
idea of employing ambiguous CFG to overeóme these
weaknesses, thereby increasing convergence speed and
reducing the likelihood of trapping in local óptima.
Comparative results are shown to empirically corrobórate our claims.
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blocks (also called context) across the trees by setting
severe (strong) constraints for tree nodes considered
Koza defined one of thefirstmajor crossover operators as possible candidates for selection as crossover nodes
(KX) (1992). This approach randomly swaps subtrees (D'haesler, 1994, pp. 379-407). Asystemofcoordínales
is defined to univocally identify each node in a derivain both parents to genérate offspring. Therefore, ít
tends to disaggregate the so-called building blocks tion tree. The position of each node within the tree is
across the trees (that represent the individuáis). The specified along the path that must be followed to reach
building blocks are those subtrees that improve fitness. a given node from the root. To do this, the position of a
Thís over-expansion has a negatíve effect on the fit- node is described by means of a tupie of n coordinates
ness of the individuáis. Also, this operator's excessive T = (b¡, b2 bn), where n is the node's depth in the
exploration capability leads to another weakness: an tree, and h üiidicates which branch is selected at depth i
increase in the size of individuáis, which afTects system (countingfromleft toright). Figure 2 shows an example
performance, and results in a lower convergence speed representíng this system of coordinates.
Only nodes with the same coordinates from both
(Terrio & Heywood, 2002). This effect is known as
parents can be swapped. For this reason, a subtree may
bloat or code bloat.
There is another important drawback: many of possiblynevermigratetoanotherplacein the tree. This
the generated offspring are syntactically invalid as limitation can cause serious search space exploration
the crossovers are done completely at random. These problems, as the whole search space cannot be covered
individuáis should not be part of the new population unless each function and terminal appears at every posbecause they do not provide a valid solutíon. This sible coordínate at least once in any one individual in
seriously undermines the convergence process. Figure the population. This failure to migrate building blocks
1 shows a situation where one of the two individuáis causes them to e volve separately in each región, causing
generated after Koza's crossover breaches the con- a too big an exploitation capability, thereby increasing
straints established by a hypothetícal grammar whose the likelihood of trapping in local óptima (Barrios,
Carrascal, Manrique & Ríos, 2003, pp. 275-293).
sentences represent arithmetic equalities.
As time moves on, the code bloat phenomenon
The strong context preservative crossover operator
(SCPC) avoids theproblem ofdesegregation ofbuilding becomes a serious problem and takes an ever more
prominent role. To avoid this, Crawford-Marks &

BACKGROUND

Figure 1. Incorrect operario» of Koza's crossover operator
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Figure 2. The system of coordínales defined m SCPCto the grammar-generated language, as the crossed
nodes share the same symbol. This operator's main
ñaw is that there are other possible choices of node in
the second parent that are not explored and that could
end in the target solution (Manrique, Márquez, Ríos
& Rodríquez-Patón, 2005, pp. 252-261).

THE PROPOSED CROSSOVER
OPERATOR FOR GGGP SYSTEMS

Spector (2002) developed the Fair crossover (pp.
733-739). This is a modified versión of the approach
proposedbyLangdon(1999,pp. 1092-1097). Tree size
is controlled as follows. First, a crossover node in the
first parent is selected at random and the length, /, of
the subtree extending from the node to the leaves is
calculated. Then, a node is also selected at random in
the second parent, and the length, lv for this second
subtree is calculated. If ¡1 is withúi the range [/ -1/4,
l +1/4], then the crossover node for the second parent
is accepted, and the two subtrees are swapped. If not,
another crossover node is selected at random for the
second parent and the check is run agaüi. This way, the
size ofthe subtree in the second parent to be swapped is
controlled and limited, so the code bloat phenomenon
is avoided. Another aspect to comment here is that the
range in which /,must be included can be modified to
afTord specific problems more efficiently, but the range
oríginally proposed works ñne for most of them.
Whighamproposedoneofthemostcommonlyused
operators (WX) in GGGP{ 1995, pp. 33-41). Because of
its sound performance in such systems, it has become the
de facto standard and is still in use today (Rodrigues &
Pozo, 2002, pp. 324-333), (Hussain, 2003), (Grosman &
Lewin, 2004, pp. 2779-2790), The algorithm works as
follows. First, as all the terminal symbols have at least
one non-terminal symbol above them, then, without
loss of generatity, the crossover nodes can be confined
exclusivelytolocationson nodes containingnon-terminal symbols. Anon-terminalnode belonging to the first
parent is selected at random. Then a non-terminal node
labeled with the same non-terminal symbol as in the
first-chosen crossovernode is selected firom the second
parent. This assures that generated individuáis belong

Th e proposed operator is a general-purpose operator designed to work in any GGGP system. It takes advantage
of the key feature that defines aCFG as ambiguous: the
same sentence can be obtained by several derivatíon
trees. This implies that there are several individuáis
representing the solution to a problem. It is therefore
easier tofind.This operator consists of eight steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Choose a node, except the axiom, with a nonterminal symbol randomlyfromthe first parent.
This node is called crossover node and is denoted
CN1.
Choose the parent of CN1. As we are working
with a CFG, this wíll be a non-terminal symbol.
Theright-handsides of all its production rules
are stored in the array R.
The derivatíon produced by the parent of CN1 is
called main derivatíon, and is denoted A :;= C.
Calcúlate the derivatíon length / as the number
of symbols in the right-hand side of the main
derivation. Having /, the position (p) of CN1 in
the main derivation and C, define the three-tuple
T(/,p,C).
Delete from R all theright-handsides with different lengthsfromthe main derivation.
Remove from R all those right-hand sides in
which there exists any difference between the
symbols (except the one located in position p)
in each right-hand side and the symbols in C.
ThesetXisformedbyallthesymbolsintherighthand sides of R that are in position p. X contains
all the non-terminal symbols of the second parent
that can be chosen as a crossover node (CN2).
Choose CN2 randomly from X, discarding all
the nodes that will genérate orTspríng trees with
a size greater than a previousry established valué
D.
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8.

Calcúlate the two new derivation trees produced
as offspring by swapping the two subtrees whose
rootsareCNl andCN2.

Results

We present and discuss the results achieved by the
crossover operators described in the background secThe underlying idea of this algoríthm consists on tion and the operator that we propose. To do so, we
calculating which are the non-terminal symbols that have tackfed a complex elassiñeation problem: the
can subst itute the symbol contained in CN1, bearing in real-world task of providing breast cáncer prognosis
mind that the production rule that contains CN 1 keeps (benign or maltgnant) from the morphologtcal charbeing valid. Since all non-terminal symbols that can acterístics of microcalcifications. Microcalcifications
genérate valid production rules are taken into account are small mineral deposits in breast tíssue that could
in the crossover process, this operator takes advantage constitute cáncer. This experiment involved searching
of ambtguous grammars.
a knowledge base of fuzzy rules that could give such
The proposed crossover operator has primarily three a prognosis.
attractive features: a) step 7 states a code bloat control
The data employed for giving a disease prognosis
mechanism, b) the offspring produced are always com- are: patient's age, lesión size, lesión location in the
posed of two valid trees and c) step 6 indicates that all breast, and particular features ofthe microcalcifications:
thepossible nodes ofthe secondparentthat can genérate number, distribution and type. Number indicates the
valid individuáis are taken into account, not only those quantity of existing clustered microcalmcations, distrinodes with the same non-terminal symbol as the one bution shows how they are clustered and type refleets
chosen for thefirstparent. This thírd feature ulereases the individual morphology ofthe microcalcifications.
the GGGPsystem'sexploration capability, which avoids Torunthe tests, 365 microcalcifications were selected at
trapping in local óptima and takes advantage of there random. Of these, 315 lesions were randomly selected
being more than one derivation tree (potential solution for use as genetic programming system training cases
to the problem) for a single sentence.
with the different crossover operators described. After
training, thefittestindividual was selected to form a
knowledge base with the fuzzy rules encoded by this
individual. Then, the knowledge base was tested with

Figure 3. Average convergence speedfor each crossover operator
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the 50 remaining lesions not chosen duríng the training phase to output the number of correctly classified
pattems in what we nave called the testing phase.
TheCFGempIoyedwasformedbyl9non-terminaI
symbols, 54 termináis and51 production rules, some of
them included to obtain an ambiguous grammar. The
population size employed was 1000, the upper bound
for the size of the derivation trees was set to 20. The
fitnesss function consisted of calculating the number
of well-classified pattems. Therefore, the greater the
fitness, thefitterthe individual is, with the máximum
limit of 315 in the traíning phase and 50 in the test.
Figure 3 shows the average evolution process for
each of the five crossover operators in me traíning
phase after 100 executíons.
It is clearfromFigure 3 that KX yields the worst
results, because i t maintains an over-diverse population
and allows invalid individuáis to be generated. Thís
prevents it from focustng on one possible solution.
The effect of Fair is just the opposite, leading very
quickly to one of the optimal solutíons (this is why it
has a relatively high convergence speed initially), and

slowíngdown ifconvergence is towards a local optimum
(which happens in mosteases). WX and SCPC produce
good results, bettered only by me proposed crossover.
tts high convergence speed evidences the benefits of
takíng into account all possible nodes of the second
parent that can genérate valid offspring.
Table 1 shows examples of fuzzy rules output in one
of the executíons for the best two crossover operators
—WX and the proposed operator— once the traíning
phase was complete.
Table 2 shows the average number (rounded up
or down to the nearest integer) of correctly classified
pattems after 100 executíons, achieved by the best individual in the trainíng and testphases,andthepercentage
of times that the system converged prematurely.
KX agaín yields the worstresults, correctly classifying just 57.46% (181/315) of pattems in the traíning
phase and 54% (27/50) in thetestingphase. SCPC and
Fair crossovers also return insufficient results: around
59% in the traíning phase and 54%-56% m the testing
phase, although, as shown in Figure-3, SCPC has a
higher convergence speed. Finally, note the similarity

Table 1. Some knowledge base fuzzy rules output by two GGGP systems
Crossover operator
WX
Proposed

Rulel
Rule 2
IF NOT(type=branched) OR (number=few)
THEN (prognosis=benign)
IF
NOT
(age=middle)
AND IF (type^heterogeneous) THEN
NOT
(location=subaerolar) (prognosís^iial ¡gnant)
AND
NOT(type=oval)
THEN
(prognosis=malignant)

Table 2. Average number of correctly classified patterns andunsuccessful runs
Crossover operator
KX
SCPC
Faír
WX
Proposed

Traíning
181/315(57.46%)
186/315(59.04%)
185/315(58.73%)
191/315(60.63%)
191/315(60.63%)

Testing
27/50 (54%)
28/50 (56%)
27/50 (54%)
30/50 (60%)
31/50(62%)

Unsuccessful runs
36%
14%
15%
8%
2%
771
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between WX and the proposed operator. However, the
proposed operator has higher speed of convergence
and ís less líkety to get trapped in local óptima, as it
converged pretnaturely onty twice in 100 executions.

can choose any nodefromthe second parent to genérate the offspring, rather than just those nodes with the
same non-terminal symbols as the one chosen in the
first parent.

FUTURE TRENDS
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KEY TERMS
Ambiguous Grammar: Any grammar in which
dtfferent derivation trees can genérate the same sentence.
Closure Problem: Phenomenon that involves always generatúig syntactically vatid individuáis.
Code Bloat: Phenomenon tobeavoidedinagenetic
programmíng system convergenceprocess involvingthe
uncontrolled growth, in terms of size and complexity,
of individuáis in the population
Convergente: Process by raeans of which an aigorithm (in this case an evolutionary system) gradually
approaches a solution. A genetic programmíng system
is said to nave converged when most ofthe individuáis
in the population are equat or when the system cannot
evolve any further.
Fitness: Measure associated with individuáis in an
evolutionary aigorithm population to'determine how
good the solution they represen! is for the problem.
Genetic Programmíng: A varíant of genetic algorithms that uses símulated evolution to discover
functional programs to solve a task.
Grammar-Guíded Genetic Programmíng: The
appücation of analytical methods and tools to data
for the purpose of identífying pattems, relationshíps
or obtaining systems that perform useful tasks such
as classiñcation, prediction, estimation, or affinity
grouping.
Intron: Segment of code within an individual
(subtree) that does not modify the fitness, but is on the
side of convergence process.
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